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        Outline

 Selection cuts for MCs and data(2010).

 
 Results comparison between Fall 10 MCs and 2010 data.

 Summary and to-do list.

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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           Pairing variable S and deltaS

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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PFJet: pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5  
           BUT pt > 50GeV for the jet of (G+jet) pair
Photon: pT >50 GeV and |η| < 2.5
Photon property check by applying Photon ID cut created  by QCD Photon Group.

                           

      MC sample & selection
Analysis idea:
● “Photon“  “Prompt Photon”         →

●  Gen-photon and Gen-Jet for matching process
● “Particle Flow Jet”Particle Flow Jet”  Jet cleaning

&
Loose jetID cut

Loose photonID cut

+ hasPixelSeed = 0

Pass beam scraping filter
Pass Primary event vertex filter:
    -|z| < 24 cm
    -|d0| < 2 cm
    - Num DOF > =4

HLT info. : HLT_Photon20_Cleaned_L1R, HLT_Photon30_Cleaned_L1R,              
                       HLT_Photon50_Cleaned_L1R_v1, HLT_Photon70_Cleaned_L1R_v1

Select events with 
at least 1 photon 
and 3 jets

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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            MC Sample Information
P

T
hat Data set official name Processed

events
Cross
Section (pb)

0-15 /G_Pt_0to15_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1057100 8.42E+007

15-30 /G_Pt_15to30_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1025840 1.72E+005

30-50 /G_Pt_30to50_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1025480 1.67E+004

50-80 /G_Pt_50to80_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1024608 2.72E+003

80-120 /G_Pt_80to120_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1048215 4.47E+002

120-170 G_Pt_120to170_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6-Fall10-
START38_V12-v1-GEN-SIM-RECO 

1023361 8.42E+001

170-300 /G_Pt_170to300_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1100000 2.26E+001

300-470 /G_Pt_300to470_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Fall10-
START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 

1098904 1.49E+000

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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          2010 data set

Thanks for Eiko's help

2010 data: /Photon/Run2010B-Dec22ReReco_v1/RECO

With the same selection as MC's

And since the pT cut for photon is 55 GeV/c
 → Only need to consider the trigger requirement when the   

     pT range are 55-75 and 75-  (pT of leading photon)

Normalize the distributions of both MCs 
and data to integrated lumi. 36.14/pb

BE AWARE!
the photon purity is about 
60-70%. (From conclusion provide 
by QCD photon group)

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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          2010 data set

pT performance of photon after combining different HLTs 
to 36.16/pb

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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          2010 data set

eta performance of photon after combining different HLTs 
to 36.16/pb

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Integral lumi.   36.14 /pb→

For both MCs and 2010data

# of events(data) = 7145
# of events(MC)  = 1605

For MC, there is no HLT 
performance.

For Data, HLT info.are 
described as previous slide.

    ΔΦ (matched leading photon , 1st, 2nd, 3rd PFJet) 
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                DPS study 
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                DPS study 
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                DPS study 
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 Summary & To Do

Need to check the PFJet selection with Lucia (or Andrea?)
(By using the same MC sample, we can check how much PFJet will
 survive after the jet-ID selection)
(Because I always worry about my PFJet selection.)

To study and estimate the efficiency for the different cuts.

To show the kinematic distribution for both MC and data before/after 
the selection cut (photonID, jetID, Hltrigger...etc)

To generate photon+3Jet MC? 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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BACKUP
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AN-2011-128 Figure 7
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♪♪ The other plots for DPS study ♪♪
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♪♪ PFJet matching Check ♪♪
         → matching eff. (w.r.t. gen-jet)
       → jetID eff.
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     PFJet Matching Test
1. Matching process between Reco-PFJet with/without jet-ID cut and Gen-Jet.

    → pT cut for PFJet is 20 GeV/c        pT cut for GenJet is 10 GeV/c (OK?)
       eta cut for PFJet is 2.5                 eta cut for GenJet is 3.

       matching radius for the match = 0.4
       Minimum deltaPt/Pt for the match = 3.0
        → The ratio of dpT(pfjet, genjet) to pT(pfjet) must be smaller than 3.0
       Here the related jet-ID cut is 『 loose』 version

  

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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      Part1. Matching process Pfjet and genjet (cone <0.4)

PFJet “without” jet-ID cut!!    
matching efficiency = 0.721089 +- 0.00148168
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      Part1. Matching process Pfjet and genjet (cone <0.4)

PFJet “with” jet-ID cut!!        
jet-ID efficiency = 0.877606 +- 0.00127533
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      Conclusion
1. It seems that the jet-ID cut will increase the purity of 
『 true』 PFJet.  Thanks God.

2. But eff. is only about 85~90%. It's a little lower than what    
    we expect. 
    –> cross check with Lucia by using the same MC
     → to see if we can have the same # of PFJets after applying 
      『 loose』 jet-ID cut

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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                                         If you're also using missing ET / HT

The jet ID criteria are less than 100% efficient for “physical jets” (only 99-99.9% or 
so). Falsely rejected physical jets cause fake MET/MHT. If you analysis uses MET and/or 
MHT, you should reject events where a jet with pT above some threshold fails jet ID. A 
reasonable choice for the threshold is around half the minimum MET used in the analysis. 
This was studied further by the SUSY RA2 analyzers - they found that with a threshold of 
30GeV their sample was not biased by jet ID even at low MHT. 

Related info. →  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/JetID

The efficiency of jet ID 

For fake PFJets, they would be 
almost thrown off.
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♪♪ Photon Property Check ♪♪
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      Photon MatchingMatching (Gen. v.s. Reco level)

Caculate ΔR = sqrt(Δη2+Δφ2) between all of the gen-photon
                                       and all of thereco-photon
● “Photon“  “Prompt Photon” in Gen-level        →

● Set a cone which the radius is 0.15 and then observe the photon         
  property distribution in/out of the cone.
● Matching  to see if the gen-photon with largest P→

T 
is in the cone or   

   not.
● Actually, I request all the reco-photon should have a matched 
  gen-photon

Gen-photon information: only one mother, and both its mother could be photon, 
quark, anti-quark or gloun

Addition selection cut for photon in GEN : pT > 10 GeV/c, |η| < 3
primary vertex filter: Δz<24cm, d0<2, NdoF>4
beam scraping filter: # of tracks>10, track threshold>0.25

                           

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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